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Emotional intelligence and its importance in life 

 

Emotional intelligence is the ability to know and control one's own emotions as well 

as the emotions of other people. The extent to which an individual asserts their abilities and 

skills in a particular social environment depends on this ability. It includes such qualities as 

understanding one's feelings, the ability to empathize with other people, and managing 

emotions in a way that improves the quality of life.  

Unlike IQ, we can say that EQ is one of the foundations of a person's success and 

satisfaction in their life. In addition to the abilities that are determined by IQ (thinking, trying, 

making decisions based on logic), for standard and specific functioning of the personality, we 

also need those abilities that fall under the emotional intelligence (basically lightning-fast, and 

therefore inaccurate decisions, which, however, seem absolutely correct to us). The 

intelligence quotient is just one of many factors that affect a person's success and overall 

intelligence. The crucial part of success in life is emotional intelligence - EQ. The intelligence 

quotient is more or less constant throughout a person's life (it is not possible to influence it 

significantly). However, the abilities based on and related to emotional intelligence are 

learned skills. 

 

Table 1 Differences between IQ and EQ  

IQ intelligence EQ intelligence 

thinking, reflection association 

gathering facts searching for new ideas 

recognize the meaning convey the meaning 

make logical decisions decide by trial and error 

time and peace tempo, impatience 

logically intuitively 

hard facts "soft information" 

analytically generally 

"left hemisphere" "right hemisphere" 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emotional_intelligence
https://www.verywellmind.com/an-overview-of-the-types-of-emotions-4163976
https://www.medicinenet.com/what_are_the_27_basic_emotions/article.htm
https://www.123test.com/what-is-iq-what-is-intelligence/
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Signs of high and low EQ 
 

Although we cannot determine the level of EQ quite accurately, we can distinguish the level 

of EQ according to a person's behaviour. 

 

A person with high EQ 

 

 is not afraid to express their feelings; 

 negative emotions such as fear, anxiety, guilt, shame, duty, disappointment, 

hopelessness, helplessness do not predominate in him; 

 when making a decision they help themselves with their feelings; 

 balances feelings with reason, logic and reality; 

 is independent and can rely on themselves; 

 is emotionally resilient and tenacious; 

 is an optimist, they do not go into anything while thinking that they will fail right 

at the beginning; 

 is interested in the feelings of other people; 

 it is natural for them to talk about their feelings; 

 

A person with low EQ 

 

 does not take responsibility for their feelings, blames others for them 

 attacks, blames, shows, criticizes, interrupts, talks down to and evaluates others 

 tries to analyze others when they tell them how they feel 

 is not emotionally honest (conceals information about themselves) 

 "plays games" - is indirect and evasive 

 is insensitive to other people's feelings, has no ability to empathize 

 is a pessimist and often thinks that the world is unjust 

 is a weak listener - interrupts, refutes, fails to sense feelings and non-verbal 

references, focuses more on facts than on feelings 

https://www.success.com/18-signs-you-have-high-emotional-intelligence/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/liking-the-child-you-love/202102/does-your-adult-child-have-low-emotional-intelligence
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(source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Radoslav-Baltezarevic) 
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EI and its definition 

The definition of emotional intelligence in the professional literature is not uniform. 

There are currently several perspectives on emotional intelligence. Schulze and Roberts 

(2007) define emotional intelligence as a psychological construct, which is formed by the 

ability to assess and use effective emotions, the ability to not only identify one's emotions but 

also to recognize emotions in other people. Through emotional intelligence, a person can 

regulate and control emotions (Kentoš, Birknerová, 2011). Under the term emotional 

intelligence, Goleman (2011) defines abilities such as successfully managing relationships 

with other people and self-control. According to him, the basic starting point of emotional 

intelligence is the assumption that everyone who wants to succeed in life must be able to work 

not only with their emotions but also to recognize the emotions of others and build good 

relationships with other people (Salbot, 2011). 

It consists of five basic features: 

 self-confidence - awareness and knowledge of one's own emotions; 

 self-equipment - managing one's own emotions; 

 self-motivation - the ability to motivate oneself; 

 empathy - the ability to empathize with the situation or another person's 

emotional state; 

 engagement - or the art of interpersonal relationships.  

 

Mayer and Salovey (1997) reworked the original model . The reworked model 

defines emotional intelligence as: "a set of emotional abilities that are divided into four 

classes" (Schulze, Roberts, 2005, p. 58). 

The first class includes perceiving, judging, and expressing emotions. We include 

skills such as recognizing and identifying one's own emotions, distinguishing between right 

and wrong emotions, and recognizing emotions in other people. We classify the second class 

as the emotional support of thinking. We use emotions as aids to facilitate the reasoning 

process. Another class is the understanding of emotions and their analysis. This class includes 

cognitive processing of information, exploring the relationships between what we say and our 

https://testmyprep.com/subject/management/models-of-emotional-intelligence-model-of
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2005-06828-000
http://www.psicothema.com/pdf/3270.pdf
http://www.clovekaspolocnost.sk/jquery/pdf.php?gui=SGRIDFB2VNECMDGGZDN2W3QE5
http://www.sz-huoyun.net/academics/pdf/rbr/2014.pdf#page=99
https://psychkont.osu.cz/fulltext/2018/2018_1_6_MS_Kaliska_Salbot_Akbey.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/281266640_Emotional_Intelligence-A_Model_for_Effective_Leadership_Competency_and_Career_Growth
https://www.mindtools.com/selfconf.html
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1079010.pdf
https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-motivation.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empathy
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/277811/1-s2.0-S1877042814X00108/1-s2.0-S1877042814004236/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPH%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJGMEQCIEy9WEn9Gm32yojPmI90NHVoMZeIfrvF75uiNYoiPLbOAiA%2BPsfx1agSO%2BphZ%2FUfeDxL%2B%2BBKfuR1iytlM3p8ZAen%2FCq0AwgqEAMaDDA1OTAwMzU0Njg2NSIMyd%2FyvtSY1hckcDjHKpEDZQAJXOE%2F761KOjNZbDKnQlKUqFUpVEWtdff1I5Wq1p0xYa8ltMv0DQn6xh%2F%2Ft52kMJHa6FNImG0mO9TnVZD7Cr0CKJPAHgYeBVUhyr7UwiLvPfIskUFT69JM79ETzh%2BbyylXbFKjsGP6lp4elKy8BP3u4ww%2B%2Bq8TzZgiOzQQPq%2FS2iKvvfoPjfDs17bKiuy%2FrqUsgtIKCgd8hCPr9k%2BF2cPgI39mheOysVZ2EpRlUlg%2FJhgQIcv29YH7ZDRFGGeeC8da5%2BmvZeHELzK0Vp3q1mbKVh1%2Fp59lRXtLSsN%2B%2BQdhBNffWaEA4mbV8UoSEKj0nWpcvWwNFDVKpJ6uTy%2BD4TWNweNbqpm%2FOFIlf4xnnRCPIlrZ%2FTvrQ1UflBzpo7X6o3mmoSr%2Bm2l5K59korWpzX0j8Sn1BKMxuZa2rZvWbwSP5dr5EvaG1M0UEaHpfByCh%2FnMLJ%2BwTv4ikGP%2FVjyh9iYYHYWT8508JrGBvVdrRTURUXP3Fya6QSClzBE3lwJMfO1BKO%2FU9k%2BZ6hCEbQA9JB4w6%2FnGggY67AFylEXhWNjELIn3y6X00tpv17lwYasmqiYQ9LRLtlBX4snUhXJoYTkzrP6NXChGJxxzFWBnw50aYH6NFIPaCBTdZJcICEP7tQD3LGNOB2c7YoRzUTJojth4MCTcytpR6ktbSUyEWXA0UbxDmK%2B8iWnmiLuMfjpNnoB78%2FH5F3lrXXD1WhMCJI%2B0EOicVSivYJYip4NLolc4aQpWlLaLruwpvu69g9McAZ4p5DtUcAabcNbehX7shq5%2FR63DehYGHAz%2BmqmJCTb6nQiqGdzPGsLpmIRVwifRKiHTJrLBwhAyh8H3d0nxa6WENrXI3A%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20210317T092545Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=299&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYSYFV4UMU%2F20210317%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=a3600c8ecab1e9e99c70dc35028fd59fcd0444f902ea0dfdc61411519009d80f&hash=0a0b2c3a9a3d326c7318cf9fa334942a85164408d5791ce5db744b36371910d8&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S1877042814004236&tid=spdf-5ec31edd-0188-41a5-bf08-867200aa5d94&sid=c12b9a4d243d3143e47b1ea-1347b8519765gxrqb&type=client
http://www.theeiinstitute.com/what-is-emotional-intelligence/4-mayer-and-salovey-model-of-emotional-intelligence.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/314213508_Three_Models_of_Emotional_Intelligence
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emotional expressions, and how we interpret emotions. The last class is thoughtful regulation 

of emotions, where emotional as well as intellectual growth occurs. It is about improving 

skills, where we are open to pleasant but also unpleasant emotions, then the ability to control 

our emotions, where we can guard emotions. Achieve and even eliminate negative emotions 

and strengthen positive ones (Salbot, 2011). 

Emotional intelligence also needs to be developed in adolescence and adulthood. 

Vandrevoort (2006) states, that students who achieve a high level of emotional intelligence 

are able to make better and wiser decisions when choosing their future profession. They can 

build and use social competencies better, which allows them easier career growth. Burke, 

Oberklaid, and Burgess (2003) came up with significant findings that emotional intelligence 

has a major impact on the overall quality of life. Not only in work but also in family life. 

These authors assume that people who achieve a high level of emotional intelligence and have 

the components of emotional intelligence can choose a life partner better. Emotional 

intelligence is very useful in raising children. Parents who have a higher level of emotional 

intelligence are skilled in the area of communication. It is scientifically proven that parents 

with high emotional intelligence have a positive effect on the social and emotional 

development of their children (Vandrvoort, 2006). 

Emotional intelligence teaches us how to use and work with emotions. It helps us in 

social interactions with other people. As we have already mentioned, emotional intelligence 

has applications in many areas, especially in the field of work. It helps in the selection, 

development and training of employees' skills, for example in healthcare, psychotherapy, and 

the like. The training of medical staff is extremely important, especially because they are 

helping professions whose main task is to work with people (Baumgartner, 2006). In most 

professions, one comes into contact with other people, and this is where emotional 

intelligence is very useful. It is essential, especially in the work of senior managers. A worker 

who wants to be successful in their profession should have all five standard components of 

emotional intelligence (Wirtz, 2012). 

The importance of every single component of emotional intelligence at work is 

detailed by Goleman (2001) in his book. A person who wants to succeed in their work should 

know their feelings, emotions. It is important to have a certain self-awareness, which means, 

that a person must be aware of their feelings and the reason for their feelings and that their 

feelings affect their performance at work. If a person is not aware of their feelings, they 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/226323048_The_Role_of_Emotional_Intelligence_in_Education
https://books.google.sk/books?id=Gt1ECgAAQBAJ&pg=PA137&lpg=PA137&dq=Burke,+Oberklaid,+and+Burgess&source=bl&ots=i0tYS8RFQA&sig=ACfU3U2NyP7OnQHjOXll83C_ZqNc8hJuNQ&hl=sk&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjDpoXOg7fvAhUjzYUKHaXDBK04ChDoATADegQIBRAD#v=onepage&q=Burke%2C%20Oberklaid%2C%20and%20Burgess&f=false
https://books.google.sk/books?id=Gt1ECgAAQBAJ&pg=PA137&lpg=PA137&dq=Burke,+Oberklaid,+and+Burgess&source=bl&ots=i0tYS8RFQA&sig=ACfU3U2NyP7OnQHjOXll83C_ZqNc8hJuNQ&hl=sk&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjDpoXOg7fvAhUjzYUKHaXDBK04ChDoATADegQIBRAD#v=onepage&q=Burke%2C%20Oberklaid%2C%20and%20Burgess&f=false
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become very vulnerable and they are at risk of being overwhelmed by emotions at the wrong 

time. However, if a person wants to be successful, they should know not only their feelings 

but also their strengths and weaknesses. A person should know themselves. Know yourself. 

They should be able to learn from mistakes and experiences. They should not close their eyes 

to their failures and failures, as this could jeopardize everything they care about (Shapiro, 

1998).  

 

Links:  

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligenza_emotiva 

https://www.my-personaltrainer.it/benessere/intelligenza-emotiva.html 

https://www.crescita-personale.it/articoli/competenze/intelligenza/intelligenza-emotiva-

goleman.html 

http://www.spc.it/pdf/appro/2009_ristori_intelligenzaemotiva.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boVKnt1sxJ8 

  

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligenza_emotiva
https://www.my-personaltrainer.it/benessere/intelligenza-emotiva.html
https://www.crescita-personale.it/articoli/competenze/intelligenza/intelligenza-emotiva-goleman.html
https://www.crescita-personale.it/articoli/competenze/intelligenza/intelligenza-emotiva-goleman.html
http://www.spc.it/pdf/appro/2009_ristori_intelligenzaemotiva.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boVKnt1sxJ8
https://www.consorziosgs.eu/
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Links: 

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inteligencja_emocjonalna 

https://www.poradnikzdrowie.pl/psychologia/emocje/inteligencja-emocjonalna-czym-jest-

cechy-osob-inteligentnych-emocjonalnie-aa-Syrb-z4xW-jS4e.html 

https://www.focus.pl/artykul/inteligencja-emocjonalna-czym-jest-i-jak-ja-budowac-10-oznak-

ludzi-inteligentnych-emocjonalnie 

https://4grow.pl/test-inteligencja-emocjonalna-ie 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8quN6AX2fWs 

 

 

  

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inteligencja_emocjonalna
https://www.poradnikzdrowie.pl/psychologia/emocje/inteligencja-emocjonalna-czym-jest-cechy-osob-inteligentnych-emocjonalnie-aa-Syrb-z4xW-jS4e.html
https://www.poradnikzdrowie.pl/psychologia/emocje/inteligencja-emocjonalna-czym-jest-cechy-osob-inteligentnych-emocjonalnie-aa-Syrb-z4xW-jS4e.html
https://www.focus.pl/artykul/inteligencja-emocjonalna-czym-jest-i-jak-ja-budowac-10-oznak-ludzi-inteligentnych-emocjonalnie
https://www.focus.pl/artykul/inteligencja-emocjonalna-czym-jest-i-jak-ja-budowac-10-oznak-ludzi-inteligentnych-emocjonalnie
https://4grow.pl/test-inteligencja-emocjonalna-ie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8quN6AX2fWs
http://www.familycenter.edu.pl/
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Links: 

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelig%C3%AAncia_emocional 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/64d4fda7/files/uploaded/TE-18-19%20ModI-OE-

Aula%205%20-%20Inteligencia%20Emocional%20%283%29.pdf 

https://www.michaelpage.pt/advice/lideran%C3%A7a-e-gest%C3%A3o-de-

equipas/desenvolvimento-profissional-e-reten%C3%A7%C3%A3o/import%C3%A2ncia-da 

https://edisciplinas.usp.br/pluginfile.php/4133507/mod_resource/content/2/Inteligencia-

emocional-Daniel-Goleman.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzN8BKvPfk8 

  

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelig%C3%AAncia_emocional
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/64d4fda7/files/uploaded/TE-18-19%20ModI-OE-Aula%205%20-%20Inteligencia%20Emocional%20%283%29.pdf
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/64d4fda7/files/uploaded/TE-18-19%20ModI-OE-Aula%205%20-%20Inteligencia%20Emocional%20%283%29.pdf
https://www.michaelpage.pt/advice/lideran%C3%A7a-e-gest%C3%A3o-de-equipas/desenvolvimento-profissional-e-reten%C3%A7%C3%A3o/import%C3%A2ncia-da
https://www.michaelpage.pt/advice/lideran%C3%A7a-e-gest%C3%A3o-de-equipas/desenvolvimento-profissional-e-reten%C3%A7%C3%A3o/import%C3%A2ncia-da
https://edisciplinas.usp.br/pluginfile.php/4133507/mod_resource/content/2/Inteligencia-emocional-Daniel-Goleman.pdf
https://edisciplinas.usp.br/pluginfile.php/4133507/mod_resource/content/2/Inteligencia-emocional-Daniel-Goleman.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzN8BKvPfk8
https://www.ucp.pt/pt-pt
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Links: 

https://sk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emocion%C3%A1lna_inteligencia 

https://eduworld.sk/cd/jaroslava-konickova/6748/emocionalna-inteligencia-eq-v-praci 

https://www.pulib.sk/web/kniznica/elpub/dokument/Bobakova1/subor/2.pdf 

https://is.ambis.cz/th/8746/bisk_m/Emocionalna_inteligencia_ako_faktor_efektivnosti_riadiac

eho_pracovnika_banky.pdf 

https://mpc-edu.sk/sites/default/files/projekty/vystup/baranovska_3_0.pdf 

https://sk.gottamentor.com/emotional-intelligence-test-quiz 

 

https://sk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emocion%C3%A1lna_inteligencia
https://eduworld.sk/cd/jaroslava-konickova/6748/emocionalna-inteligencia-eq-v-praci
https://www.pulib.sk/web/kniznica/elpub/dokument/Bobakova1/subor/2.pdf
https://is.ambis.cz/th/8746/bisk_m/Emocionalna_inteligencia_ako_faktor_efektivnosti_riadiaceho_pracovnika_banky.pdf
https://is.ambis.cz/th/8746/bisk_m/Emocionalna_inteligencia_ako_faktor_efektivnosti_riadiaceho_pracovnika_banky.pdf
https://mpc-edu.sk/sites/default/files/projekty/vystup/baranovska_3_0.pdf
https://sk.gottamentor.com/emotional-intelligence-test-quiz

